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What is the AI Act..

The main idea of the AI Act is to regulate AI based on its capacity to 
cause harm to society. 

“High risk; High penalty”

• Systems considered "high-risk", such as those used in critical 
infrastructure, education, healthcare, law enforcement, border 
management or elections, will have to comply with strict requirements.

• Creates provisions to tackle risks posed by the systems underpinning 
generative AI tools and chatbots such as OpenAI's ChatGPT.



Stricter regulations

AI-powered medical devices, diagnostic tools, and patient 
management systems will –likely- be classified as "high-risk" 

and subject to stringent scrutiny for transparency, 
explainability, and data governance.



Risk based approach



High risk includes critical infra;
• Educational and vocational training, for example, automated scoring of — 

or exclusion from -exams.
• Employment, workers management and access to self-employment, for 

example, automated recruitment and application triage.
• Access to essential private and public services and benefits (e.g. 

healthcare), creditworthiness evaluation of natural persons, and risk 
assessment and pricing in relation to life and health insurance.

• Law-enforcement systems that may interfere with fundamental rights, such 
as automated risk scoring regarding potential offenders, deepfake 
detection software and evidence reliability scoring.

• Migration, asylum and border control management, for example, 
verification of authenticity of travel documents and visa and asylum 
application examinations.

• Administration of justice and democratic processes, for example, legal 
interpretation tools to assist judicial authorities



High-Risk AI in Healthcare

• Impact on Development: Developers must ensure compliance with 
these regulations, which may affect development timelines and 
increase costs.

• Increased Accountability: Robust algorithms and auditability will be 
essential to provide clear explanations for AI-driven decisions.

• Enhanced Data Protection: Stricter requirements for data security 
and minimization will be enforced, impacting data collection practices 
and storage methods.

• De-identification and Anonymization: Techniques to protect patient 
privacy while enabling AI development will become increasingly 
important.



High-Risk AI in Healthcare

• Transparency in Data Use: Patients will have enhanced rights 
regarding their data used in AI systems, necessitating clear 
communication and consent mechanisms.

• Algorithmic Fairness and Bias: AI algorithms in healthcare must be 
demonstrably fair and unbiased, mitigating risks of discrimination 
based on race, gender, or socioeconomic status.

• Regular Bias Testing and Mitigation: Developers must implement 
robust testing and mitigation strategies to address potential biases in 
their algorithms.

• Human Oversight and Explainability: Human oversight is crucial to 
ensure responsible decision-making and address potential biases in AI 
outputs.



What are the obligations of the deployers?
Deployers of high-risk AI systems, including public bodies and private entities 
providing essential services, such as banks, insurers, hospitals, and schools, 
bear specific obligations to ensure responsible use. These obligations 
include:
• Completing a fundamental rights impact assessment (FRIA) before 

deploying the AI system. 
• Implementing of human oversight by trained individuals. 
• Ensuring that input data is pertinent to the system's intended use.
• Reporting serious incidents to the AI system provider.
• Retaining automatically generated system logs.
• Adhering to GDPR obligations for data protection impact assessments. 
• Verifying compliance with the AI Act and ensuring all relevant 

documentation is available
• Informing individuals about the potential use of high-risk AI. 



Limited-risk AI systems

Some AI systems intended to interact with natural persons or generate 
content would not necessarily qualify as high-risk AI systems but may 
entail risks of impersonation or deception. This includes the outputs of 
most generative AI systems. In practice, the following AI systems are to 
be identified as Low risk:

• Chatbots, such as ChatGPT-based systems.

• Emotion-recognition systems.

• Biometric-categorization systems.

• Systems generating ‘deepfake’ content.



Let's have some examples

• These are examples we are working on ourselves

• We are already ISO27001 and NEN7510 certified

• Our aim is to be ISO13485 certified next year

Would like to have a really open discussion, so please raise your hand 
in order to speak. We will limit time per topic for 3 minutes.



Example 1; using not certified services

What happens if a healthcare provider or -institute buys or uses a 
services that is not, or not correct certified?



Example 2a; speech to text to reporting
Extracting clinical vocabularies from (spoken) text



Example 2b; speech to text to reporting
Findings; getting out a diagnosis



Example 3; doing a calculation
Inside a talk length and weight was stated; BMI with risk score



Example 4; sending patient name
Normally we separate patient details from talk, but what if..



Example 5; chatbot advice

The chatbot is reading 
medical files and gives 
advice based on that.

“Take your medication”



Questions?
Jan-Marc Verlinden

Chief Futurist

jan-marc@healthtalk.ai 
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